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This special report is part of Bruce Frantzis’
Tai Chi Mastery Program, one of the most
comprehensive programs ever developed to
teach the art of tai chi.
The program contains over 50 DVDs,
an online course, special worldwide
events and special bonuses.
To sign-up on our list to learn more and
to receive other free downloads visit us at:

www.energyarts.com
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PLEASE NOTE: The practice of Taoist energy arts, tai chi and meditative arts
may carry risks. The information in this text is not in any way intended as a
substitute for medical, psychological or emotional counseling with a licensed
physician or healthcare provider.
The original sources for this research are listed at the end of this report for
you to make your own independent conclusions. The authors and publisher of
this report make no claims whatsoever as to the accuracy of the research nor
to the health benefits associated with this research.
The reader should consult a professional before undertaking any tai chi,
martial arts, movement system, meditative arts, health or exercise program to
reduce the chance of injury or any other harm that may result from pursuing
or trying any technique discussed in this text.
Any physical or other distress experienced during or after any exercise should
not be ignored and should be brought to the attention of a healthcare
professional. The creators and publishers of this text disclaim any liabilities
for loss in connection with following any of the practices described in this text,
and implementation is at the discretion, decision and risk of the reader.
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WHY THIS REPORT WAS WRITTEN
I have been working in the scientific field for many years, but away from work, one of my
passions is practicing tai chi. I also have been studying with Bruce Frantzis for more than twenty
years now. Personally, tai chi has enabled me to create more balance in my body and life. It is
the most effective healing exercise I’ve come across.
As a scientist, I started to track the new research that has been done on tai chi. There is growing
evidence of the benefits that tai chi offers for a wide range of health issues such as:
1. Fall Prevention
2. Immune System Protection
3. Healthy Aging
4. Insomnia
5. Bone Health
6. Parkinson’s Disease
7. Depression
8. Osteoarthritis
9. Fibromyalgia
10. Psychological Well-being
More than four years ago, Bruce and Energy Arts asked me to find the best studies on tai chi and
to list the abstracts of these studies on the website www.taichiresearch.com. The purpose was to
make more accessible the ongoing research that is being done in the field of tai chi. To date I
have looked at over 250 research studies on tai chi and other related exercise programs.
With the release of the Tai Chi Mastery Program, Bruce asked me to put together a summary of
the tai chi studies in different areas. Every year more research is being released and this report is
only a very broad summary of the work being done. For example there are numerous studies that
are attempting to document the benefits of tai chi for arthritis. This report is only an overview
and I will leave it up to you, the reader, to seek out further studies.
Anyone with any injuries should work directly with their medical practitioner before starting any
kind of exercise practice, including tai chi.
This report is meant to help you look at how tai chi may benefit your life and health. Lastly, if
you would like to contact me and Energy Arts about other ongoing studies, please reach us using
the below email.
David Bendall
Orange County, California
October 2012
Email: taichiresearcher@gmail.com
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INTRODUCTION
Research into the health benefits of tai chi has taken off in recent years. Many articles
about these benefits have been published in top medical journals and have come from
researchers at top medical institutions such as Harvard and Johns Hopkins University.
These are high quality studies based on sound science, not casual observations or
anecdotes, and are well respected in the medical community. As more and more studies
confirm the health benefits of tai chi practice, the reputation of tai chi in the medical
community is rapidly increasing.
While 30 years ago few physicians even knew what tai chi was, many now recommend
tai chi to their patients. Tai chi is already practiced by over 2 million people in the U.S.,
and this number is increasing.

TOP RESEARCH STUDIES ON THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF TAI CHI
The following are 10 important studies of the health benefits of tai chi. The references
to each summary are listed at the end of this article.

1. FALL PREVENTION
Reducing frailty and falls in older persons: an investigation of tai chi and computerized
balance training.i
This study was one of the first to document how tai chi practice can reduce the risk of
falls among seniors. In the study researchers were able to show that the risk of falling
was much lower among seniors assigned to practice tai chi compared to other
interventions. Since this study, dozens of others have confirmed these results and
established tai chi’s reputation as an excellent exercise for fall prevention.
Falls among seniors is a major health problem. More than two million seniors are
treated in emergency rooms for falls each year of whom over half a million require
hospitalization. Falls are a leading cause of loss of independence among elderly adults
and are projected to cost over $50 billion per year by 2020.
Tai chi has not only been found to be one of the most effective ways to prevent falls, it
was also shown to be the most cost-effective in a recent study comparing costs.ii
Widespread utilization of tai chi for fall prevention could easily save billions of dollars in
medical costs each year. At a time when Medicare and Medicaid budgets are under
strain, providing seniors access to high quality tai chi classes should be treated with
urgency.
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There are several factors that make tai chi an especially effective exercise for
preventing falls. First of all it is a movement exercise involving deliberate weight shifts.
This develops both balance and proprioception. Another important factor is that tai chi
is practiced in a slow deliberate manner which allows most seniors to practice it even if
they have a hard time with many other exercises.

2. IMMUNE SYSTEM
Effects of a behavioral intervention, Tai Chi, on varicella-zoster virus specific immunity
and health functioning in older adults. iii
This study showed that tai chi has a beneficial effect on the immune system. It showed
for the first time that a behavioral intervention, tai chi, could influence virus specific
immune responses. The study measured cell-mediated immunity to the Herpes zoster
virus which causes shingles using laboratory tests.
In a follow up study immunity to the chickenpox virus (varicella) was found to be
significantly enhanced in a group assigned at random to practice tai chi compared to a
group that did not receive tai chi instruction. After several months both groups received
a vaccine.
The effect of tai chi on immunity was very pronounced with immunity increased by 50%
over baseline in the tai chi group before they got the vaccine compared with a 75%
increase for the control group which received the vaccine alone. Not only did tai chi
provide impressive results by itself, it increased the response to the vaccine, with those
who received the vaccine and practiced tai chi having better immune results than those
who only got the vaccine.iv
It is likely that improvements in the functioning of the immune system seen in these
specific viruses would translate into improved resistance to other diseases as well. A
healthy immune system could play a role in preventing a range of health problems.

3. HEALTHY AGING
Comparing the health status of U.S. taijiquan and qigong practitioners to a national
survey sample across ages.v
This study compared the health status of long term tai chi practitioners to a nationally
representative sample of individuals using data from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Individuals were grouped according to age and exercise type: no
exercise, some exercise or tai chi or qigong exercise.
It was found that, after controlling for the effects of income and education, individuals
who practiced tai chi or qigong had better health status as they aged than other
Americans, even those who did other forms of exercise. For younger practitioners, the
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difference in health status between the three groups was not great, but as age
increased the differences became more and more pronounced.
This study suggests that tai chi is an especially beneficial exercise for maintaining
health as one ages. It supports the common view in China and among people who
practice tai chi, that tai chi helps to maintain health and vitality throughout one’s life.

4. SLEEP
Tai chi and self-rated quality of sleep and daytime sleepiness in older adults: a
randomized controlled trial.vi
This study showed that tai chi can lead to significant improvements in the quality of
sleep and reduce daytime sleepiness. In the study, more than 100 seniors were
randomly assigned to take tai chi or an alternative low-impact exercise program for 6
months. At the end of the study individuals in the tai chi group slept better and longer
than those in the low-impact exercise group.
Other studies have confirmed these results both among seniors and younger adults. For
instance, a study of college students found that those who enrolled in a semester-long
tai chi class had less stress and better mood and sleep than those who enrolled in an
alternative recreation class.
Sleep disorders are very common with a quarter of the U.S. population occasionally not
getting enough sleep and nearly 10% experiencing chronic insomnia. The health
consequences of poor sleep can be significant. Not only is it associated with many
chronic diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, obesity and depression, it
can also lead to car crashes and other accidents.
A number of studies have documented the benefits of tai chi for people with many of
the chronic diseases that are exacerbated by lack of sleep. The observation that tai chi
can improve the quality and duration of sleep provides an important reason that tai chi
can help reduce the incidence and/or symptoms of many diseases and injuries.

5. BONE HEALTH
The effects of Tai Chi on bone mineral density in postmenopausal women: a systematic
reviewvii
Research suggests that tai chi has a beneficial effect on bone health. Studies indicate
that tai chi may be effective at slowing bone loss in postmenopausal women. One study
that compared tai chi to resistance training found that while individuals assigned to
both groups showed increased signs of bone formation, in the resistance training but
not in the tai chi group bone reabsorption also increased, indicating that tai chi may
have a greater overall effect on net bone formation than resistance trainingviii.
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Another study that compared tai chi and resistance training found that both reduced hip
bone mineral density loss in senior women after 12 months of exercisingix. Studies have
also shown that long term tai-chi practitioners have increased lower limb strengthx.
Other studies, including one involving postmenopausal womenxi, have shown that tai chi
has practice leads to increased muscle strength while lowering weight.

6. PARKINSON’S DISEASE
Tai Chi and Postural Stability in Patients with Parkinson's Diseasexii
Parkinson’s disease is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder after
Alzheimer’s disease affecting about one million people in the United States. Symptoms
of Parkinson’s disease include tremors, slowness of movement, stiffness and problems
with balance and falls. Falls among individuals with Parkinson’s disease can lead to
serious injuries and loss of independence. Because tai chi has been shown to reduce
falls among the elderly, it is especially promising for individuals with Parkinson’s.
Furthermore, tai chi may help address several other symptoms of Parkinson’s including
depression, anxiety and sleep disturbances.
In a study published in the New England Journal of Medicine researchers presented the
results of a study of 195 individuals with mild to moderate Parkinson’s disease that
compared tai chi to resistance training and to a stretching control group. The primary
objective was to measure balance and postural stability. The study also looked at a
number of secondary measures including gait and strength, functional reach, number of
falls and motor scores on the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale.
Participants in the study were randomly assigned to one of the three groups, each of
which participated in training 2 hours per week for 24 weeks. There was a high rate of
participation among all three groups and the analysis was carried out including all
participants who were randomized to one of the three groups to avoid bias that could
arise by comparing only those who stuck with the exercises. The study compared the
results at baseline to the results after 3 and 6 months and after three months after the
end of the classes.
The study found that the tai chi group performed consistently better than the
resistance-training and stretching groups in measures of postural stability. The tai chi
group's scores in maximum excursion improved by 12.5% over baseline in the 3-month
follow-up compared to a 3% gain in the resistance-training group and a decline in the
stretching group. Directional control was improved by about 9% in the tai chi group
compared with declines in both the resistance-training and stretching groups. In both of
the primary measures, improvements over baseline in the tai chi group was greater
than in the other groups and the difference in improvements between the groups was
statistically significant.
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During the 6-month study period 62 falls were observed in the tai chi group compared
to 133 in the resistance group and 186 in the stretching group, each of which had 65
members. The difference in the rate of falls was statistically significant between the tai
chi and stretching group, and almost statistically significant between the tai chi and
resistance group.
The tai chi group outperformed the stretching group in all secondary outcomes and the
resistance group in stride length and functional reach. Improvements in gait speed and
stride length suggest that tai chi may be effective in alleviating the slow movements
(bradykinesia) associated with Parkinson’s disease.
Both the tai chi and the resistance groups had a statistically significant reduction in the
motor examination portion of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating scale.
This study shows that tai chi reduces balance impairments in patients with mild-tomoderate Parkinson’s disease, with additional benefits of improved functional capacity
and reduced falls. It strongly suggests that tai chi is a valuable and appropriate exercise
for individuals with Parkinson’s disease.

7. DEPRESSION
Complementary Use of Tai Chi Chih Augments Escitalopram Treatment of Geriatric
Depression: A Randomized Controlled Trialxiii
Nearly two-thirds of seniors treated for depression fail to achieve remission with
pharmaceutical treatment. Researchers at the University of California Los Angeles
carried out a study to see if tai chi could help achieve improved results when used as a
complimentary treatment in conjunction with an antidepressant medication.
The study involved seniors with major depression. Those who were randomly assigned
to take tai chi classes in addition to medication (escitalopram) showed greater
reductions in symptoms of depression than those in the control group who only
received medication. In addition to improvements in symptoms of depression, the
people in the tai chi group had improved physical function and scored better on
cognitive tests after 10 weeks compared to the control group.
This study supports the view that tai chi can help seniors with depression achieve
improved outcomes related to depression. While this study focused on seniors with
major depression who were on anti-depressant medication, other studies support the
use of tai chi for milder depression as well.
Depression and risk of falls are problems that exacerbate each other. Fear of falling,
which is more common among depressed people, can actually lead to more falls. On
the other hand treating depression in seniors can be complicated by the fact that
antidepressants can increase the risk of falls. Because of this Dr. Alastair Flint of the
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University of Toronto states that “Based on the current state of knowledge, exercise,
particularly Tai Chi, and cognitive-behavioral therapy should be considered the first line
of treatment of mild depression in older fallers.”xiv Since tai chi can improve the results
obtained from antidepressants while helping to mitigate the risk of falls, tai chi is an
excellent choice for seniors with depression.
While tai chi is great for seniors with depression, other studies have also found
important psychological benefits among tai chi practitioners of all ages ranging from
college students to seniors.

8. KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS
Tai chi is effective in treating knee osteoarthritis: a randomized controlled trial.xv
Osteoarthritis is the most common form of arthritis. It is characterized by the
degeneration of cartilage and bone within a joint which eventually leads to pain and
stiffness. There is currently no cure for osteoarthritis, with treatments focusing on
relieving symptoms and improving physical functioning. The most common form of
symptomatic osteoarthritis is of the knee, with knee osteoarthritis affecting 16% of
adults aged 45 plus. Osteoarthritis of the knee is 1 of the 5 leading causes of
disability.xvi
In a recent study, researchers from the department of rheumatology at Tufts Medical
Center in Boston randomly assigned 40 patients with knee osteoarthritis to 12 weeks of
tai chi or to a control group in order to evaluate the effectiveness of tai chi for knee
osteoarthritis. The authors note that while recommended core treatments for knee
osteoarthritis include physical therapy such as aerobic and muscle-strengthening
exercises, these have modest benefits for pain and physical function and may not affect
psychological outcomes. They suggest that tai chi may be especially beneficial because
its mental component could address chronic pain through improved psychological wellbeing while its physical components are consistent with current recommendations for
exercise for osteoarthritis.
After 12 weeks of tai chi instruction the tai chi group showed impressive improvements,
with reduced pain and stiffness and improved physical function and performance. The
tai chi group also showed psychological improvements with less depression and more
self-efficacy. In follow-up evaluations after 24 and 48 weeks, the tai chi group
continued to show greater improvements than the control group. For participants who
continued to practice tai chi beyond the initial 12 weeks, the significant benefits for
depression and self-efficacy appeared to be durable.
The authors noted that while recent pharmaceutical and rehabilitation trials have found
minimal clinically important differences in pain and physical function, in this study the
tai chi group had a 75% improvement in pain and a 72% improvement in function over
baseline, a more than minimally perceptible improvement for patients.
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While this trial focused on osteoarthritis of the knee, other studies have shown benefits
for other types of arthritis including osteoarthritis of the hipxvii, rheumatoid arthritisxviii,
fibromyalgia and ankylosing spondylitisxix.

9. FIBROMYALGIA
A randomized controlled trial of 8-form tai chi improves symptoms and functional
mobility in fibromyalgia patients.xx
Fibromyalgia is a common disease affecting about 2% of the population, with women
being affected more often than men. Individuals with fibromyalgia have long term
widespread pain, especially in joints, muscles and other soft tissues. Many also suffer
from fatigue, sleep disturbances and depression.
In a study of 101 patients with fibromyalgia, researchers found that tai chi reduced pain
and improved sleep quality, mobility and balance compared to a control group. The
improvements seen were impressive, with results both clinically and statistically
significant. For instance, the tai chi group had a reduced score of 16 on the
Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire, which is used by the American College of
Rheumatology to measure the severity of fibromyalgia. This is impressive as the scores
range from 0 to 80 with typical scores for patients with fibromyalgia ranging from 40 to
60. Furthermore, these results were achieved after only 36 hours of tai chi classes over
12 weeks. Since tai chi is a practice that can take years to learn well, it is likely that
further improvements could be achieved over time.
This study shows that tai chi could provide significant benefits for people suffering from
fibromyalgia.

10. PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING
Tai chi on psychological well-being: systematic review and meta-analysisxxi
In any given year one quarter of adults in the United States are diagnosed for one or
more mental disorders. Many psychological conditions such as stress, anxiety,
depression and mood disturbances are associated with chronic health problems. Mental
health problems are a leading cause of disability and cost over $50 billion in direct
health care costs and billions more in lost income and productivity.
Evidence has been building that physical fitness has a positive effect on psychological
health. There is an urgent need for inexpensive and effective strategies to promote
psychological well-being and to improve general health. In a recent study, researchers
from Tufts Medical Center in Boston compiled and analyzed high quality studies on the
impact of tai chi on stress, anxiety, depression, mood and self-esteem.
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In the study, researchers preformed a meta-analysis on 8 studies of tai chi for stress.
They found that tai chi helped reduce stress among healthy adults and among adults
with some chronic health problems. Overall the improvement in measured stress was
quite large, with an effect size of 0.66. An effect size is a way of describing the
importance of a measure when it is not on a familiar scale. It is the difference in the
average of the groups divided by the average variability. To put improvement of the
reduction in stress in perspective an equivalent effect size of 0.66 for IQ would
correspond to a 10 point change, or a change in the weight of an American male of 18
lbs.
For anxiety 8 studies were analyzed with similar results. Overall tai chi had an effect
size of 0.66 in the reduction in symptoms of anxiety. While it makes sense that tai chi
has a similar effect on stress and anxiety, the fact that the observed effect sizes are the
same is a coincidence.
Researchers analyzed 13 studies for depression. The results of the meta-analysis
showed that tai chi tended to reduce depression. The studies involved individuals with a
wide range of conditions including rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia,
depressive disorders, sedentary obese women and seniors with cardiovascular risk
factors. The effect size for the reduction of symptoms of depression was 0.56.
While only two of the studies included in this analysis studied individuals with clinical
depression, the evidence suggests that tai chi helps with symptoms of depression
whether or not someone is clinically depressed. Furthermore in the study on the
benefits of tai chi for seniors with diagnosed depression described earlier, it was shown
that tai chi added to the benefits that they got from Lexapro (escitalopram). This makes
tai chi a great choice for individuals with symptoms of depression whether or not they
are taking medications for depression.
For mood, the researchers preformed a meta-analysis of 6 studies and found an effect
size of 0.45. While the overall evidence from the studies supports the view that tai chi
has a beneficial effect on mood, the authors noted that the overall study quality was
poor with inadequate control groups in most of the studies.
The authors evaluated 4 studies of the effects of tai chi on self-esteem. All of the
studies, three of which were randomized clinical trials, reported improvements in selfesteem however in two studies the results were not statistically significant. Still, the
chance of having all four results positive by chance would only be 1 in 16.
The combined results of studies on the psychological benefits of practicing tai chi are
consistent with what people who practice tai chi find obvious and are consistent with
recent research showing that physical activity has a beneficial effect on mental health.
While the research so far is encouraging, there are still many unanswered questions
about the benefits of tai chi on psychological outcomes. Few studies specifically
examined the difference between tai chi and other exercise and the amount and quality
of tai chi instruction needed for benefits to be realized has not been adequately studied.
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Despite these limitations of the research so far, the pattern is clear, tai chi is beneficial
to health both physical and mental, and can be safely practiced by almost anyone.
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